Standard Large Capacity Tray

In-Law Binding

Staple

Ring Binder RB5000

In Low Ring Ending — with the note Ring Binder RB5000 — alternates the time and wastes of creating binding impressions on files, automatically storing them later.
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Increase productivity and profitability for full-color jobs.
Pro C550EX/C700EX SPECIFICATIONS
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Increase productivity and profitability for full-color jobs.

GBC StreamPunch III
Use the GBC StreamPunch III to produce clean, professional saddle stitch square fold booklets up to 12" x 18" - 15 Sheets. The 2,000 Sheet stapler (with optional saddle stitch) is commonly used for printer/scanner finishing. This feature has been renamed to "Fiery Menu" in the User Interface (available on the interface board) available on the COLOR CONTROLLER E-8100 interface board).

Savin
®

www.savin.com

E-8100 Color Digital Imaging System

GBC StreamPunch III

Ring Binder RB5000

BK5010 Production Booklet Maker

Use the GBC StreamPunch III to produce clean, professional saddle stitch square fold booklets in a range of sizes - up to 12" x 18".

Create saddle stitch square fold booklets, up to 128 pages.

In Low Ring Ending mode — with the new Ring Binder RB5000 — alternative the five and seventeen of every binding impresions on files, automatically sorting them into loose sets ready for binding.
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Increase productivity and profitability for full-color jobs.
Build your business with high-speed color.

Designed to help all kinds of production environments grow revenue and strengthen profitability, the SAVIN Pro C550EX/C700EX color digital imaging system delivers outstanding speed, reliability and flexibility, as well as a powerful EFI® E-8100 Print Server for high-quality color with precise control. Add this fast, dependable system to increase productivity and take on a wider variety of jobs, so you can keep every customer coming back for more.

Maximize Color Control

High-performance E-8100 provides the extra horsepower you need to exceed customer expectations and deliver vivid full-color output.

- 60/75 color or black & white pages per minute (ppm).
- Exceptional speed for full-color output.
- High definition every time, especially with custom settings.
- Together, the SAVIN Pro C550EX and the E-8100 form the fastest color output combination in this segment.
- Designed smooth operation with the large, full-color WVGA control panel, which offers an intuitive menu that makes it easy for any user to find the right settings.
- Manage interactions for maximum paper input capacity. The systems hold up to 5,300 sheets to support extended runs.

Minimize Interruptions by Maximizing Paper Input Capacity

Your application for the SAVIN Pro C550EX/C700EX includes several features that help ensure excellent image quality.

- Sharpen every image with new PPF inner technology. Smoother surface produces more smooth, even distribution, which enhances edge definition, coverage and density without increasing image density.
- Parallel calibration ensures consistent color over long runs.
- Reduce errors and reprints with the optional EFI Command WorkStation, which allows you to rearrange job queues and automatically apply pre-determined configurations of job settings.
- Create customized workflows and configurations with optional EFI Print Next and Paper Catalog.

Optimize Image Quality
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- Parallel calibration ensures consistent color over long runs.
- Reduce errors and reprints with the optional EFI Command WorkStation, which allows you to rearrange job queues and automatically apply pre-determined configurations of job settings.
- Create customized workflows and configurations with optional EFI Print Next and Paper Catalog.

Reduce wait-time between jobs. The multitasking interface can display the most commonly used features and settings.

- Hit definitions every time, especially with custom settings.
- Together, the SAVIN Pro C550EX and the E-8100 form the fastest color output combination in this segment.
- Designed smooth operation with the large, full-color WVGA control panel, which offers an intuitive menu that makes it easy for any user to find the right settings.
- Manage interactions for maximum paper input capacity. The systems hold up to 5,300 sheets to support extended runs.
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Build your business with high-speed color.

Designed to help all kinds of production environments grow revenue and strengthen profitability, the SAVIN® Pro C550EX/C700EX® color digital imaging system delivers outstanding speed, reliability and flexibility, as well as a powerful EFI® E-8100 Print Server for high-quality color with precise control. Add this fast, dependable system to increase productivity and take on a wider variety of jobs, so you can keep every customer coming back for more.

Maximize Color Control

The high-performance E-8100 provides the extra horsepower you need to ensure color accuracy, control workflows and deliver vivid full-color output.

- Reduce errors and reprints with the optional EFI Command WorkStation™, which allows you pre-process and edit pre-processed jobs prior to final output.
- Increase color accuracy across many different platforms, applications and media types with EFI Spot-On utility.
- Accurate processing with Hot Folders, which allows users to drag a job into a folder and automatically apply a pre-determined configuration of job settings.
- Create customized resampling and retouching protocols with optional EFI support for a variety of variable data printing techniques.

Optimize Image Quality

In addition to its state-of-the-art control, the SAVIN® Pro C550EX/C700EX® includes several features that help ensure excellent image quality.

- Sharpen every image with new FPD™ technology. Smoother tone transitions ensure smooth, even distribution, which enhances edge definition, coverage and greatly reduces image rastering.
- Parallel calibration ensures consistent color quality over long job runs.
- Remove trace indentations that can occur after fusing. The system incorporates a larger, more precise mechanism for moving paper in and out of the fuser unit.
- Maintain uniform color temperature and density for long jobs by using the optional Fiery® Graphic Arts Package with its spot color management tools.
- Experience best-possible print quality with the commandable Precision Trapping feature of the E-8100 Print Server.
- Extract critical image settings with the optional Fiery® Graphic Arts Package in conjunction with the Fiery Spot-On utility.

The Total Savin Solution

Savin continues its long-standing commitment to developing environmentally sound solutions with environmentally friendly and superior energy-and supply-saving features, without compromising productivity.
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Variable Data Printing

Maximize efficiency and speed with the commandable Precision Trapping feature of the E-8100 Print Server.

- Create customized marketing and advertising documents or job settings.
- Use Spot-On protocols to optimize color quality.
- Prepare jobs rapidly with optional EFI Graphic Arts Package.

Touch Panel Display

The intuitive touch-panel display puts all Fiery features and functions at your fingertips.

- Home凭借着 every touch, easily cash registers. Together, use Savin’s Pro C550EX/C700EX and the E-8100 forms the fastest color output combination in this segment.
- Ensure smooth operation with the large, full-color touch-panel display, which offers an intuitive menu that makes it easy for anyone to find the right settings.
- Manage instructions for maximizing paper output capacity. The systems hold up to 5,500 sheets to support extended runs.
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Maximize Color Control

The high-performance E-8100 provides the extra horsepower you need to ensure consistent, control workflow and deliver vivid full-color output.

• Understanding complex jobs at a glance with a user-friendly interface. Simple, easy-to-follow, review-able engine to navigate sophisticated imposition settings.
• Manage workflow from a single PC with the Command WorkStation® utility, which enables you to manage job queues and submit jobs on the fly.
• Maintain efficiency and speed with extensive job management features, including Flash Print, Process Proof, Print Proof and Paper Catalog.
• Personalize color quality with the optional Fiery® Graphic Arts Package Premium Edition, which allows you to optimize screen settings,.strategic dithering patterns and perform manual or automatic trapping.

Optimize Image Quality

In addition to its built-in job controllers, the Savin Pro C550EX/C700EX includes several features that help ensure excellent image quality.

• Sharpen every image with new FFP inner technology. Smoother toner particles ensure smooth, even distribution, which enhances edge definition, coverage and directly avoids improper color rendering.
• Parallel calibration ensures consistent color over long print runs.
• Reduce color failures that can occur after heating. The system incorporates a simulator; more precise mechanisms for moving paper and out of the heat zone.

Finishing and Media Flexibility

Configures the system with one or more in line finishing options and runs a diverse array of media to meet your customers' most pressing needs.

• Handle a very wide range of stock. The paper trays accommodate weights up to 80 lb. Cover, and holds up to 2,000 sheets.
• Produce booklets up to 60 pages (15 sheets) with the optional SR4020 Booklet Maker.
• Run longer jobs on more sizes with the standard Large Capacity Tray. It accepts sizes up to 12” x 18” and weights up to 110 lb. Cover, and holds up to 2,000 sheets.
• Prints booklets up to 60 pages (15 sheets) with the optional SH200 Shutter Unit.
• Extend maps, drawings and other large documents in smaller format documents with the Z-Fold Unit.
• Meet customer requests for on-demand printing and other one-to-one marketing tools with extensive variable data printing support.

Variable Data Printing

Best customer service for on-demand printing and other one-to-one marketing tools with extensive variable data printing support.

variable Savin
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The system holds 5,300 sheets in its two 550-Sheet Paper Trays and Bypass. It also offers a Standard Large Capacity Tray, having 2,000 sheets of up to 110 lb. Bond - 110 lb. Cover (LCT) with outstanding reliability.

Standard Large Capacity Tray
- Size: 5.5" x 8.5" - 12" x 18"
- Capacity: 2,000 Sheets
- Paper Size: 5.5" x 8.5" - 12" x 18"
- Paper Weight: 14 lb. - 110 lb. Cover

RT4000 DLT/LCT
- Paper Capacity: 2,000 Sheets
- Paper Size: Up to 12" x 18"
- Paper Weight: 656.9 lb.

**ACCESSORIES**

- **SR4020 Booklet Maker**
  - Size: 31" x 29" x 39"
  - Capacity (Shift Tray): 8.5" x 11" - 3,000 Sheets
  - Weight: 119 lbs.

- **SR5000**
  - Size: 28" x 29" x 50"
  - Capacity (Shift Tray): 8.5" x 11" - 3,000 Sheets
  - Weight: 99 lbs.

- **GBC StreamPunch III**
  - Size: 26" x 24" x 38"
  - Capacity: 100 sheets/booklet
  - Weight: 192 lbs.

- **Ring Binder RB5000**
  - Size: 14 lb. - 110 lb. Cover (LCT)
  - Stack Capacity of Bins: 100 Sheets
  - Paper Size: 5.5" x 8.5" - 12" x 18"
  - Weight: 58 lb.

**SPEED > QUALITY > FLEXIBILITY > POWER > CONTROL**

Increase productivity and profitability for full-color jobs.